
Crappy Cinema of the New Millennium 
TTGTll VI: Lick My Love Pump 
Written by Andrew Juhl, with help from Mr. Cranky, the Mutant Reviewers from Hell, Mr. Movies, Slip-Ups. com, 
everybody's favorite pirate, Maddox, and IMDB. 
Edited by Andrew Juhl and the University ofIowa Academic Quiz Club. 

Subject: Movies released since January 1st, 2001 that Andrew Juhl-maybe not you-but Andrew Juhl 
considers utter crap-o-Ia. And he knows, as he's seen every movie mentioned in this packet. 

Tossups 

1. A call girl has a yeast infection but doesn't stop working. The Cook tells a heartwarming story 
about his mother drowning puppies (*). The son of a fat lady gets his testicle blown off by Spider 
Mike. After being handcuffed to a bed for four days, a stripper is rescued by a lesbian phone sex 
operator. FTP, all of these events take place in what movie about methanphetamine dealers and makers 
starring Mickey Rouke, Brittany Murphy, and Jason Shwartzman. 

Answer: Spun 

2. In one scene, the naked body of a prostitute who knows martial arts turns into a mountain 
range. One of the men to have played "The Crow" stars as an Iroquois Indian (*) who knows 
martial arts. The plot centers on the chief taxidermist of King Louis the XV, who has been sent to a 
small region in southwestern France to kill and mount a massive beast. Did I mention he knows martial 
arts? FTP, name this movie, first released in French, then dubbed for its American flop. 

Answer: The Brotherhood of the Wolf(ORLe Pacte des loups) 

3. Near the beginning of the film, Tom gets Audrey fired. Too bad, because later Audrey shows up 
drunk while Tom is house-sitting for Jack Taylor, Sr. (*), inviting with her a hick and Carmen 
Electra. Red, also known as Jack Jr., hides his folliculitis medicine and his cocaine stash at the house, 
which introduces an already troubled Tom to mob enforcer T.J., played by Michael Madsen. FTP, this is 
the semi-plot of what semi-movie starring Tara Reid as the titular possession? 

Answer: My Boss's Daughter 

4. The astute moviegoer might notice that the five-minute cartoon intro to this movie summarizes 
plot of the other 80 minutes. The homoerotic Damon replaces the character of Deebo (*), and 
Clifton Powell reprises his role as the psuedo-pimp, Pinky. Don Curry and John Witherspoon play 
brothers who make barbeque chicken so good it makes you want to smack yo mamma in, FTP, this 
movie, the nail in the coffin ofIce Cube's Friday trilogy. 

Answer: Friday After Next (NOT The Friday After Next) 

5. Dick Van Patten, Tom Arnold, Charlene Tilton, Ron Palillo, Marion Ross, Eddie Mekka, Jeff 
Conaway, Brendan Fraser, Haywood Nelson, Maureen McCormick (*), Corey Haim, Carl Reiner, 
Barry Williams, Corey Feldman, Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett, Dustin Diamond, Emmanuel Lewis, 
and Gary Coleman. These actors all play themselves in, FTP, this 2003 stinker set in Hollywood and 
staring David Spade as a sarcastic jackass, a true acting stretch. 

Answer: Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star 



6. Based on an Image Comics graphic novel of the same name, this movie opens with a massive 
fighting and shoot-out sequence in a Tibetan monastery (*) between the titular character and power
mad Nazis. Cut to 60 years later, move the setting to New York, throw in a Russian mob princess and 
the streetwise Kar, and you have-FTP-this movie about the quest to find a new protector for an 
ancient, powerful scroll, starring Sean William Scott and Chow Yun-Fat. 

Answer: Bulletproof Monk 

7. Revealing how he became involved with the filming on the DVD commentary, director David 
McNally says, "Basically, when I was finishing up Coyote Ugly, Jerry Bruckheimer gave me this 
script (*) and said, 'Hey, David, this is the next movie you're doing.' So I thought, 'I guess this is the 
next movie I'm doing. '" FTP, name this movie, which stars that guy from Sliders, that girl from Planet 
of the Apes, Christopher Walken, Anthony Anderson, and--oh yeah-the titular computerized rapping 
kangaroo. 

Answer: Kangaroo Jack 

8. Shante is so good at keeping her man happy that her best friends, Diedre, Karen and Tracey, 
depend on her for advice whenever the conversation turns to relationships (*), but when her 
boyfriend, Keith, gets caught at a club with a cute co':'worker, Shante institutes her "Ten Day Plan" to 
get her man back in line. Shante's plan goes awry when Tony, Keith's best friend, institutes his own 
plan. FTP, this is the plot of what 2001 film starring Anthony Anderson, Gabrielle Union, Morris 
Chestnut, and Vivica A. Fox? 

Answer: Two Can Play That Game 

9. In Oregon, a 28-year-old part-time animator wants to crack into the cutthroat world of 
Hollywood animation. His frustrated father (*) wants him to leave the basement and get a real job. 
In the meantime, he falls in love with a sexually advanced rocket scientist in a wheelchair, played 
Marisa Coughlan. He also lies to his family psychiatrist, telling the psychiatrist that his father molested 
his younger brother. That lie results in the title of-FTP-this film, this directorial debut Tom Green. 

Answer: Freddy Got Fingered 

10. WARNING! Two answers required. One has Ph.D. in Criminology; the other has no formal 
education. One has been a ward of her agency since she was orphaned; the other is the FBI's most 
decorated and reprimanded S.W.A.T agent (*). One lost his wife in an explosion, resulting in severe 
clinical depression; the other has been spotted in 15 countries and has an unprecedented 100% success 
rate for assassinations. FTP, name these two sworn enemies that ultimately wind up working as a team, 
one played by Antonio Banderas and the other by Lucy Liu. 

Answer: Agent Jonathan Ecks & Agent Sever 

11. Monster truck thievery, a botched coin flip, a disembodied yet still beating human heart, a 
World War II Veteran's Convention, eight instances of the term "Afro Whores" (*), a homicidal 
squirrel saleswoman, the going rate to have your buttocks shaved by a prostitute whilst in ajacuzzi filled 
with Pepto-Bismol, a rocket car that nearly outruns a bullet, a cow suspended from a hot air balloon, an 
Italian narcoleptic, and a male Lucille Ball impersonator. FTP, all these things and many more can be 
found in this 2001 comedy, directed by Jerry Zucker. 

Answer: Rat Race 



12. "Do you like to watch?" A woman's voice beckons from the computer. Images flash across the 
screen: parted lips, bound wrists, and flesh (*). Her seductive tone summons you closer, inviting you 
in. "Do you want to see more?" If you click "yes" - and you know you want to - you'll be logged on, 
and the game begins. What follows is a miasma of hellish images that leave unsuspecting voyeurs 
suffering from morbid hallucinations and unspeakable terror. FTP, name this website that-after killing 
four people-tries to make police detective Mike Reilly its next victim. 

Answer: FearDotCom 

13. The movie starts out with this lady; her ass is too big. Then there was a kid. Then some guy 
talks about a white dog; he has a real wheezy laugh (the dog, not the guy). Stuff happens, and a 
horse gets shown what's up by being vertically sliced into about 100 pieces (*). Then there was this 
huge guy that looks like a giant demon with purple curtains on his back. Near the end of the movie, 
king Boring wanted a showdown with Rotundo Ass, so they duked it out for a while. The movie ended 
with some guy hugging a girl in a swimming pool. They were French kissing. FTP, the preceding was a 
plot synopsis of what 2001 CGI-fueled J-Lo vehicle? 

Answer: The Cell 

14. [Note to Moderator: Read in style of The Incredible Hulk] "He know what people say. Original 
movie no good, people say. That not true! Movie make 1-3-2 million in U.S. alone, only cost 1-2-0 
million (*). That not small potatoes. Movie flawed, but underrated. Sure, conflict with father stray 
from original story, but it provide new twist on classic legend. Oscar-winner Jennifer Connelly give 
sublime performance as he romantic interest. She pretty. Australian hunk Eric Bana good in 
breakthrough American role as puny human. Film even give tip of hat to Lou Ferrigno and Stan Lee." 
So states, FTP, what titular character in a July, 2004 Onion article? 

Answer: The Hulk 

15. He was born in Bloomfield Heights, Michigan, on December 12, 1977. Among his previous 
roles are 'Jimmy "Snakes Eyes" Muldune' in Acey Duecey and 'Dusty Baker', the two-bit 
gunslinger in The Road to El Dorado(*). His recent bad boy image, however, has lead his agent, 
Richard Levy, and his manager, a different Richard Levy, to cook-up a contest where his company can 
be secured for an evening. FTP, name this titular character, who ultimately falls for the contest winner, 
Rosalee Futch, much to the chagrin of Topher Grace's character. 

Answer: Tad Hamilton 

16. " ... Of course you're happy. But what about my needs? This is all a damned inconvenience. 
While you're happily settling in on the Titan (*), I'll have to train my new first officer. You all know 
him. He's a steely sort of fellow who knows every word of every paragraph of every regulation by heart; 
a stern martinet who will never, ever, allow me to go on away missions." These words are spoken at 
Riker and Troy's wedding by which famous captain of the Enterprise in Star Trek: Nemesis, played for 
reported the last time by Patrick Stewart? 

Answer: Jean-Luc Picard (accept Star Trek: Nemesis before the words' ... which famous 
captain ... ') 

17. [Note to Moderator: Read in style of Newsman] WARNING: KILLER SPIDERS ARE 
DANGEROUS. Prosperity, Arizona. Prosperity Public Safety Director Tip Newsome (*) issued a 
statement today warning area residents to stay away from giant killer spiders. The statement, seen by 
some as redundant, came in response to the killing of local animal rights activist Ben Farber, the victim 
of a giant spider attack. So reads one of the fake articles attached to the end of, FTP, this 2002 horror
comedy about chemically mutated spiders starring David Arquette. 

Answer: Eight-Legged Freaks 



18. Whether you own a poodle or a puppy, Pekinese or Great Perigees, they all have to do their 
business. But don't fear, because Nick Vanderpark has created this (*) . It's a solution so simple, 
so clean, that the entire disgusting problem simply disappears. No fuss, no muss, no robotic arms. One 
spray, and problem solved. It's no video trick; this product has millions and millions of satisfied 
customers. Mr. Vanderpark thinks you should try-FTP-this product, the cause of Ben Stiller's titular 
condition in the movie Envy. 

Answer: Va-Poo-Rize! (OR Va-Poo-Rizer!) 

19. During the group fight scene in the lab, Jimmy Tong loses the glass holding the queen water 
strider, but it appears in his hand in a later shot. When Jimmy Tong is driving the limo for the 
first time, the top button on his shirt is alternately fastened/unfastened between shots when talking 
to Clark Devlin (*). During the final fight, the computer states that to open the hatch, the handle must 
be turned counter-clockwise. Later, it is turned clockwise. These are just some of the nit-picky 
continuity errors found by Slip-Ups. com for, FTP, this Jackie Chan movie that features way too much 
Jackie Chan and not nearly enough Jennifer Love Hewitt. 

Answer: The Tuxedo 

20. Ben Cronin has it all: lots of friends, Amy, and soon an athletic scholarship. Not that it's been 
easy; every day Ben juggles hours of training, a job at the local hospital (*), and finding quality time 
with his high school sweetheart. When the new girl in town, Madison Bell, quickly sets her sights on 
the impressionable Ben, she becomes his most unexpected nightmare as her obsession quickly spirals 
out of control into betrayal, madness and, ultimately, murder. Such is the plot of, FTP, this 2002 
suspense flick starring Erika Christensen as the titular enthusiast. 

Answer: Swim/an 

21. This is the story of three friends from Philadelphia who go vacationing together in Oregon 
State after the death of their friend, Billy.(*) Canoeing down the Columbia River, the trio soon finds 
that their experience going wrong, both horribly and hilariously, as the river turns dangerous, and they 
have encounters with a crazed Burt Reynolds. This is the plot of-FTP-what Seth Green, Matthew 
Lillard, Dax Shepherd movie? 

Answer: Without a Paddle 



Bonuses 

1. You don't need to know how to act if you can rap ... or if you want to be in the following movies. 
Given the character and the movie, name the rapper-turned-actor or actress FFPE, 30 for all 5. 
(5) 'Louise' in Glitter. 

Answer: Da Brat (Shawntae Harris) 
(5) 'Nick' in Half Past Dead. 

Answer: Ja Rule (Jeffrey Atkins) 
(5) 'Darryl Orchard' in Dark Blue 

Answer: Kurupt (Ricardo Brown) 
(5, 5) Two Answers: 'Silas P. Silas' & 'Jamal King' in How High 

Answers: Method Man (Clifford Smith) & Red Man (Reggie Noble) 

2. So what ifhe sounds like Tow Waits gargling molten tar, he's sooo hot! Given the name of a Vin 
Diesel character, state the movie that character appears in FTSNOP. 
(5) Xander Cage 

Answer: .xxx 
(10) Sean Vetter 

Answer: A Man Apart 
(5) Dominic Toretto 

Answer: The Fast and the Furious 
(10) Taylor Reese 

Answer: Knockaround Guys 

3. Given a fact, tell which duo of movies it applies to from these three choices: Exit Wounds, Cradle 2 
the Grave, and Never Die Alone. 5-10-15. 
(5) Features Anthony Anderson and Tom Arnold 

Answer: Exit Wounds & Cradle 2 the Grave 
(10) DMX's character is a criminal. 

Answer: Cradle 2 the Grave & Never Die Alone (DMX was mistaken for a drug dealer by 
Steven Segal in Exit Wounds; but DMX was~in fact-a millionaire only posing as a drug 
dealer.) 

(15) DMX's main co-star is someone he had never acted with before. 
Answer: Exit Wounds & Never Die Alone (DMX had a supporting role in Romeo Must Die 
three years prior to starring opposite Jet Li in Cradle 2 the Grave.) 

4. 30-20-10-5, name the film from clues. 
(30) Much of the action in this movie takes place on the spaceship "Grendel". 
(20) 21 people are murdered in this movie. 
(10) In the television series Andromeda, Lexa Doig plays an android and Lisa Ryder plays a human; in 
this movie, their roles are reversed. 
(5) This movie is kind oflike Malcolm X, but with Jason Vorhees as Malcolm. 

Answer: Jason X 



5. Given the plot of a horror movie from new millennium, name the movie FTPE: 
(10) Six youths, one of whom is Eliza Dushku, find themselves in the woods of West Virginia, hunted 
down by cannibalistic mountain men grossly disfigured through generations of inbreeding. 

Answer: Wrong Turn 
(10) Five youths, one of whom is Jessica Biel, find themselves in the backwoods of Texas, hunted down 
by a cannibalistic man with a grossly disfigured face and his inbred family. 

Answer: The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
(10) Four youths, one of whom is Chris Hardwick, find themselves at a strange house in the woods, they 
are then hunted down one by one by a cannibalistic family of Satanists, no inbreeding ... we hope. 

Answer: House of 1 000 Corpses 

6. It's before-and-after bonus! I'll give you two plot descriptions of recent crap movies that have 
combined to form one new supercrap movie, you name that movie. 15 points apiece. 
(15) Angelina Jolie plays an adventuring millionaire and TV news reporter that recovers Pandora's Box, 
only to have it stolen from her by the leader of a Chinese crime syndicate, who wants to use it for a 
doomsday weapon. While trying to recover the box, she interviews a psychic homeless man (played by 
Tony Shalhoub) who tells her that she is going to die injust a few days. As a result, she breaks up with 
her fiance, falls in love with her camera man, and dies for 5 seconds. 

Answer: Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life or Something Like It 
(15) Peter Sanderson is a divorced attorney who has an online romance with Charlene (played by Queen 
Latifah), a prison escapee proclaiming her innocence and wanting Peter to help her clear her name. 
Before that can happen, however, they must go to a party on an island off the coast of Florida, where 
their X-laced escapades are interrupted by zombies. 

Answer: Bringing Down the House of the Dead 

7. Name the crappy movies from the new millennium with something in common given a condensed 
plot FTPE. 
(10) This is the best movie about a bisexual, homicidal jewel thief who fakes her own death and then 
seduces a paparazzo in order to frame him for murder in a 100-minute daydream sequence ever! 

Answer: Femme Fatale 
(10) This is the best movie about a crazy, coed, futuristic bloodsport involving incomprehensible rules 
and a corrupt commissioner who kills L.L. Cool J. ever! 

Answer: Rollerball 
(10) This is the best movie about an ex-Delta Force operative turned FBI agent who survives an 
assassination attempt at his family reunion only to have Kevin Nash hunt him for a bounty ever! 

Answer: Punisher 
(Link: Rebecca Romijn-Stamos) 

8. Simone. Sim One. S-one-m-zero-n-e. However you say it, it still translates as "crap". Answer the 
following, FTSNOP. 
(5) This man plays aging Hollywood director Victor Taransky, the creator of Simone. 

Answer: Al Pacino 
(10) For ten not-so-trashy points, the film was inspired by (and gives a nod to) this Greek myth about the 
sculptor of an ivory virgin come to life. 

Answer: Pygmalion and Galatea (Grudgingly prompt on Galatea) 
(15) This model played Simone and was credited simply as "Simone" in the theatrical release. It is to 
date her only film appearance. 

Answer: Rachel Roberts 



9. I got a great idea for a movie! James Bond meets Mr. Bean! Answer the following, FTSNOP: 
(S) What movie am I referencing? 

Answer: Johnny English 
(10) Agent English's nemesis in the movie is a Frenchman named Pascal Sauvage [Savage], played by 
this actor. 

Answer: John Malkovich 
(S) Johnny English works for what British Intelligence agency, which is one better than James Bond's? 

Answer: M.I.7 
(10) Two of the three writers of Johnny English, Neal Purvis and Robert Wade, also penned the 
screenplay for this Bond film released the previous year, in 2002. 

Answer: Die Another Day (OR Bond 20) 

10. Look, I like the books, but I think the movies are crap. S-H-I-T, crap! Answer the following about 
the Harry Potter movie franchise, FTPE. 
(10) lK. Rowling writes the books, but this man has written the screenplays for movies I-S. 

Answer: Steve(n) Kloves 
(10) After Christopher Columbus opted out of Harry Potter & The Prisoner of Azkaban, this man was 
offered the director's chair, only to turn it down for the chance to helm Hellboy. 

Answer: Guillermo Del Toro 
(10) Alfonso Cuaron was offered the chance to direct Harry Potter & The Goblet of Fire, but declined 
as he would still be working in post-production on Harry Potter & The Prisoner of Azkaban. As a result, 
this man will be the first British director the film series has had. 

Answer: Mike Newell 

11. Given some box office info about the biggest bombs of2001 and 2002, name each bomb for fifteen 
points. If you need more info, you'll get S. 
(1S) Biggest box office bomb of2001, New Line Cinema; Directed by Peter Chesholm; Budget: $90.2 
million; Opening U.S. Weekend: $3 million; U.S. Box Office Take: $6.7 million. 
(S) After New Line bumped the release a whopping 13 times, they ran a rare profanity-filled "red band" 
trailer before R-rated movies that downplayed Gary Shandling's role and focused on Warren Beaty's. 

Answer: Town and Country 
(1S) Biggest box office bomb of2002, Warner Brothers; Directed by Ron Underwood, Budget: $98.7 
million; Opening U.S. Weekend: $2.2 million; U.S. Box Office Take: $4.4 million. 
(S) The Plot: Eddie Murphy is a suave nightclub owner tussling with the mob. Oh yeah, it's the year 
2087, and his bar is on the moon. 

Answer: The Adventures of Pluto Nash 

12. Given a list of "Didja Notice"s from the Mutant Movie Reviewers, name the new millennium 
crapfest, FTPE: 
(10) Didja Notice: The statue of the Founder of Frank City is a sperm, the titular character refers to 
Brandy's character, Leah, as "Brandy", and the arriving list of foods at the Stomach Airport includes one 
"Booger"? 

Answer: Osmosis Jones 
(10) Didja Notice: Doogie Howser singing, the moves Lance uses on the three security guards are all 
"Fatalities" from Mortal Kombat, and the left side of the villain's island was deliberately designed to 
resemble the letter M, for "Man"? 

Answer: Undercover Brother 
(10) Didja Notice: One character explains that she's only in the movie because she was in the comic 
book, Valerie and Melody no have parents or responsibilities of any kind, and Brecken Meyer and Seth 
Green cameo as members of the boy band, Du Jour? 

Answer: Josie & The Pussycats 



13. Obligatory long bonus! Given the description of a soundtrack from a crappy movie, name the movie 
FTPE. 
(10) Not surprisingly, the film's soundtrack contains a mix of modern rockers-such as Everclear's hard
pop title track and the Verve Pipe's "Colorful" and '80s vets-such as Bon Jovi's genre-defining "Livin' 
on a Prayer". There are also some songs by Steel Dragon, featuring Jason Bonham on drwns, Zakk 
Wylde on guitar, and vocalist Jeff Scott Soto. 

Answer: Rock Star 
(10) At only 12 tracks, this brief introduction is for those who have never experienced classic rock radio. 
It opens as the movie did, with Lynyrd Skynyrd's "Sweet Home Alabama". More obscure tracks include 
Argent's hit "Hold Your Head Up" and April Wine's "Roller". But the inclusion of Cheap Trick and 
Eddie Money tips the balance toward pop rock that most self-respecting mullet-heads would never order 
up on the local jukebox. 

Answer: Joe Dirt 
(10) In an interesting move, Korn frontman Jonathan Davis collaborated with composer Richard Gibbs 
on 5 of the CD's 14 tracks, though Davis doesn't sing his own songs. Instead, taking those duties are 
Static-X's Wayne Static on "Not Meant for Me," Disturbed's David Draiman on "Forsaken," Linkin 
Park's Chester Bennington on "System," Marilyn Manson on "Redeemer," and Orgy's Jay Gordon on 
"Slept So Long." 

Answer: Queen of the Damned 

14. Given a snippet of a Mr. Cranky review, name the following related movies FTPE: 
(10) The most striking moment in the movie comes when, having lumbered through every requisite 
romantic cliche, [Mandy] Moore turns toward the camera while sitting at an outdoor cafe in Venice and 
holds up a Pepsi can. 

Answer: Chasing Liberty 
(10) Amazingly, [this Anne Hathaway movie] is rated G, suggesting that the officials at the MPAA 
either got paid off, didn't watch the film, or were granted sexual favors by Mandy Moore. 

Answer: The Princess Diaries 
(10) The movie turns into a romance novel version of "Hard-Boiled." The carnage is palpable as 
director Adam Shankman stands in the hospital with his cliche gun and blasts everything in sight. 

Answer: A Walk To Remember 
(Link: Mandy Moore) 

15. Given a pair of character descriptions, name the characters FTP per correct pair. 
(10) One is an author whose writer's block and gambling debts have landed him in ajam; the other is a 
stenographer hired to help the first character finish a book in thirty days. They fall in love. 

Answer: Alex & Emma 
(10) One is a marketing executive who lives in the apartment beneath her ex-boyfriend, the other is a 
Duke from the 1870's. They fall in love. 

Answer: Kate & Leopold 
(10) Both are high school students and unwitting pawns in a con scheme by their principal and the head 
lunch lady. They don't fall in love. 

Answer: Harry & Lloyd (accept Dumb & Dumberer; do NOT accept Dumb & Dumber) 



16. Given the tagline, name the movie, 5 apiece, bonus 5 for all. 
(5) 0 to 800,000 years in 1.2 seconds. 

Answer: Time Machine 
(5) A Rogue. A Scientist. A Spy. A Hunter. A Vampire. A beast. An Immortal. 

Answer: LXG (OR The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen) 
(5) In order to save the universe, he will have to fight the fiercest enemy he has ever faced ... himself. 

Answer: The One 
(5) Whenjustice is blind, it knows no fear. 

Answer: Daredevil 
(5) It was the perfect honeymoon ... Until it began. 

Answer: Just Married 

17. It's another before-and-after bonus! I'll give you two plot descriptions of recent crap movies that 
have combined to form one new supercrap movie, you name that movie. 15 points apiece. 
(15) This is the futuristic tale of a cabin boy aboard a maj estic space galleon. After befriending the ship's 
cyborg cook, John Silver, the boy shows the makings of a fine shipmate. Eventually, the ship goes 
through a wormhole and crashes on a strange planet. With the help of a sympathetic chimpanzee, 
played by Helena Bonham Carter, the cabin boy discovers that John Silver is actually a mutinous pirate. 

Answer: Treasure Planet of the Apes 
(15) In this amalgamation of sequels, the paranormal activity in a Miami house where a botched 
exorcism took place is studied by Professor Oldman and his paralyzed assistant, along with a group of 
co-eds who think they're part of a sleep disorder study. Along for the ride is Brian O'Conor, formerly 
ofthe LAPD, working undercover to expose Professor Oldman's secret drug ring. Hilarity ensues when 
O'Conor's friend (played by rapper Tyrese) locks horn with the house's creepy caretaker (played by 
Chris Elliot). 

Answer: Scary Movie 2 Fast 2 Furious 

18. Putting a little 'sumpin-sumpin' after the ending credits are over is getting to be a popular trick in 
Hollywood these days. See if you can recognize these scenes that play out long after the movie has, 
FTPE: 
(10) The Pi-Pi-Pi's are still in the lifeboat from an early scene. One of them has been eaten by the rest, 
whom are now eating her leg. 

Answer: Sorority Boys 
(10) A large, c.g.i. dog is playing wth a Gameboy Advance. He then turns the game screen towards the 
camera, and says "Rook! Rodes!", showing a cheat code for the game he was playing. 

Answer: Scooby Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed 
(10) After the credits, we see Dana Carvey as 'Pistachio' and the Slapping-Dummy Man having a drink 
as they make remarks to the emptying theater. 

Answer: Master of Disguise 

19. Name the Martin Lawrence movie given a quote, FTSNOP: 
(5) "[To his sister, a Miami DEA agent} That was reckless, that was stupid, and that was dangerous. 
[Pauses} I'm telling Mommy." 

Answer: Bad Boys II (do NOT accept Bad Boys) 
(5) "King Leo, I think you should know this. Your daughter's a freak!" 

Answer: Black Knight 
(10) "It's obvious. The CIA, they're smuggling alcohol into the inner city in an effort to further subjugate 
the black man." 

Answer: National Security 
(10) "I am full of de facto, habeas corpus, and Emancipation Proclamation. Most important, I have a 
very big pro bono." 

Answer: What's the Worst That Could Happen? 



20. Given a description of the character he plays in a film, name the recent Cuba Gooding, Jr. 
disappointment FTPE: 
(10) Gooding, Jr. is Miami dentist Ted Brooks, who learns that his birth mother has passed away and 
that he was named in her will. He travels to Alaska to claim his inheritance. 

Answer: Snow Dogs 
(10) Gooding, Jr. is New York advertising executive who's grandmother dies, and-at the reading of the 
will-he learns that he has been asked to assume the mantle of choir director of his grandmother's 
church. lfhe can get the choir in the Gospel Explosion in Atlanta, he will inherit stock worth $150,000. 

Answer: The Fighting Temptations 
(10) Gooding, Jr. is Jerry, a New Yorker who just vomited all over his fiance on a hot air balloon trip 
prior to proposing to her. To escape their troubles and find new women, Jerry and his best bud book a 
trip on board a cruise-liner. 

Answer: Boat Trip 

21. More Taglines! Given the tag line, name the movie, 5 apiece, bonus 5 for all. 
(5) If the signal dies so does she. 

Answer: Cellular 
(5) She's the golden girl. He's the longshot. It's a match made in ... 

Answer: Wimbledon 
(5) He's armed, but she's dangerous. 

Answer: Taxi 
(5) Behind every little fish is a great white lie. 

Answer: Shark Tale 
(5) My name is Alice and I remember everything. 

Answer: Resident Evil: Apocalypse 




